
HEDGE FUND STRATEGIES

The first hedge fund, launched by Alfred W. Jones in , used a long/short equity strategy, which is still in use on the lion's
share of equity.

Unlike management fees and performance fees, redemption fees are usually kept by the fund. Convertible
arbitrage generally thrives on volatility. Not receiving your interest. Asset-backed securities fixed-income
asset-backed : fixed income arbitrage strategy using asset-backed securities. Calculation of the net asset value
"NAV" by the administrator, including the pricing of securities at current market value and calculation of the
fund's income and expense accruals, is a core administrator task, because it is the price at which investors buy
and sell shares in the fund. Convertible arbitrage thrives on volatility. SALT The Hedge Fund Strategies That
Actually Work For more than a decade the hedge fund industry has been going through a major transition
where increasingly defensive fund strategies and lower investor expectations have converged to support
tremendous net asset inflows. Regardless of the investment vehicles that are being used, at the heart of the
strategy is making macroeconomic bets and searching for global opportunities. Such a hedge fund strategy can
be broadly diversified or narrowly focused on specific sectors. Prime broker[ edit ] Prime brokers clear trades ,
and provide leverage and short-term financing. These types of strategies have a greater exposure to the
fluctuations of the overall market than do market neutral strategies. Funds do not tend to report compensation,
and so published lists of the amounts earned by top managers tend to be estimates based on factors such as the
fees charged by their funds and the capital they are thought to have invested in them. Many hedge funds do not
have distributors, and in such cases the investment manager will be responsible for distribution of securities
and marketing, though many funds also use placement agents and broker-dealers for distribution. Common
traits of successful managers: They are experienced, astute observers of markets and investor behavior,
contrarian by nature, willing to stick to their convictions and they manage shops whose operations and
investor base support their style of investment. For example, mutual funds mostly make mostly long-only
investments, while hedge funds frequently short stocks. Therefore, in such a case the gains and losses will
offset each other inspite how the actual market does. But you are at risk the entire time of: The municipal bond
not being paid back. Market neutral funds have less correlation to overall market performance by
"neutralizing" the effect of market swings, whereas directional funds utilize trends and inconsistencies in the
market and have greater exposure to the market's fluctuations. Arbitrage Style also called Relative Value :
Profits from perceived price inefficiencies between related securities. It includes both quantitative and
fundamental techniques. Basically, the fund goes long and short in two competing companies in the same
industry. A multi-manager hedge fund consists of multiple specialized hedge funds. Atticus Global reported a
compounded annual return of  Directional Style: Hedge investments with exposure to the equity market. But
for a large segment of the industry, this change has significantly altered fund mandates. Hedge funds are
usually structured as partnerships. There are estimated 9, hedge funds in the U. These funds tend to have a
high batting average on their trades with smaller gains. But when rates are near zero, so is the rebate.


